
Comp 2700 (Discrete Structures) Fall 2021. Homework 5.
Submissions: This assignment is due on Th Oct 14th. Each student must submit his or her own
assignment. To submit:

1. Solutions can either be typed in Latex, MSWord or other such word processing software, or
printed clearly - with each question, the question number should be there, and everything
must be in order.

2. You must write your name and email clearly on your submitted assignment.

3. The solution must be submitted in class.

Academic Integrity: Working in groups is ALLOWED. However, everyone must write out their
own solutions. Absolutely no word to word copying from any source is allowed. Please refer to the
course policies and syllabus about this.

Partial solutions: If you are sure that you know how to arrive at a solution, but you get stuck in some
place, it is better to write the partial solution. Honest attempts at partial solutions will be awarded.

Question reasoning: A Yes/No or simple computational problem might be given below. For full
points on it however, your computation and reasons for the answer must always be provided.

Name:
Email:
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Problem 1 [10 + 10 = 20 pts]: Add and multiply (72531)8 and (4357)8 working only in the octal
system.

Problem 2 [30 pts]: Solve the following modular equation 13x ≡ 5 (mod 19) and where 600 ≤ x ≤
650. You only need to find one solution.

Problem 3 [10 + 10 + 10 = 30 pts]: (i) Convert (ABAD775)16 to its octal representation. (ii) Convert
(556277230126)8 to its hexadecimal representation. (iii) Convert 564 to its binary representation.

Problem 4 [20 pts]: In the class we saw that the modular equation ax ≡ 1 (mod n) has a solution
if and only if (a, n) = 1. We also saw a method to find one such solution. In this problem we will
investigate an equation of the form ax ≡ b (mod n) where a, b, n are given and x is unknown. Show
that the modular equation has a solution if and only if, (a, n)|b. Show how to solve such an equation,
i.e., arrive at one solution.
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